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Abstract
Cosmological simulations are a powerful tool for predicting observable characteristics and inferring physical parameters of our universe, but that capability comes at
extreme CPU-time cost. Here we present a multi-stage, physically motivated deep
learning pipeline that translates 3D dark matter distributions, which can be obtained
using inexpensive N-body simulations, into corresponding Lyman-α redshift-space
flux fields, which commonly require running expensive multi-physics simulations.
Our pipeline consists of two independent networks: the first maps a 3D dark matter
distribution into a real-space Lyman-α flux field, while the second is conditioned
on the gas velocity field along the z direction, and warps 2D real-space flux fields
into their corresponding redshift-space fields. We demonstrate that the pipeline
reproduces both the probability distribution and power spectrum of the flux field
with high accuracy, improving on the relative error of the standard method by an
order of magnitude.
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Introduction

Cosmological simulations — modeling the evolution of structure in the universe — are among the
most expensive simulations run at supercomputing centers, with cost going into tens of millions
of CPU hours. These simulations are a necessary component for answering fundamental physics
questions from sky surveys, for example: the nature of dark matter and dark energy, the mass
of neutrino particles, and how inflation and reionization happened in the early universe. They can
accurately predict observable quantities but only when they retain the high spatial resolution necessary
to resolve density fluctuations and model complex physical phenomena. The overarching aim of
the work in this paper is to build data-driven machine-learning techniques that achieve the structure,
exceptional fidelity and interpretability of fully science-based models, with the compute speed of
approximate methods, through exploiting a structure motivated by those science models.
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Figure 1: Visualization of our pipeline output. A 3D dark matter distribution (a 2D slice of which is
shown in panel a) is the principal input to the workflow, which tries to produce the corresponding
Lyα flux field FR (b). The prediction FG is shown in panel (c). Generally, structures at both large
and small scales, as well as the distortions which warp them in redshift space, are captured well.
In this work we focus on an important cosmological observable, the Lyman-α (Lyα) flux: the
characteristic pattern in the absorption spectra of quasars imprinted by the neutral hydrogen in the
intergalactic medium (for a recent review, see [7]). It represents an extraordinary cosmological probe,
capable of tracing density fluctuations as far away as redshift of z ∼ 6 when the universe was less
than a billion years old. The large number of quasars discovered to date enables statistical analyses
of the absorption spectra by considering the transmitted Lyα flux along many different lines of sight,
called “skewers”. The measured statistical properties of the flux, like the probability density function
(PDF) or the power spectrum (P (k)), can be compared to theoretical models of structure formation,
constraining cosmological parameters as well as the thermal history and reionization process of
the universe. Unfortunately, there is no viable analytical solution of these theoretical models, so to
generate the required high-fidelity simulations, the problem currently has to be treated numerically
(see for example [6] and references therein). As a result the full simulations, such as those used
for training and validation in this paper, require upwards of 105 CPU hours to produce. Finding
an inexpensive way to obtain an approximate (yet accurate enough) Lyman-α flux field has been a
research topic for decades, starting with the pioneering work of Gunn and Peterson [3], and is critical
to exploiting the full potential of future sky surveys to uncover new fundamental physics.
We propose to tackle this critical challenge through the use of a novel multi-stage deep learning
pipeline that directly reconstructs a Lyα flux field from a given dark matter distribution, which
is considerably cheaper to produce (sample visualizations of these fields can be see in Figure 1).
This pipeline, if trained to a sufficient level of accuracy, can be used in conjunction with much
faster dark-matter-only N-body simulations in order to bypass the need for the resource-intensive
full-physics methods. In the following sections, we describe our pipeline and demonstrate its ability
to capture features across a range of scales with a much higher degree of accuracy than current
approximate approaches.
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2.1

Dataset and Models
Dataset

We construct our training and validation datasets from a cosmological simulation run with the Nyx
code [1, 6]. The cosmological parameters in the simulation are Ωb = 0.05, ΩM = 0.32, ΩL = 0.68,
h = 0.67, σ8 = 0.83, and ns = 0.97, but this choice of parameters does not affect any of the
conclusions presented here. The physical fields of interest are defined on a 3D uniform 10243 mesh,
spanning a cube of L = 20 Mpc/h on a side, with periodic boundary conditions. Due to the motion
of the gas, the observable Lyα flux is distorted along the line of sight (an effect called "redshift-space
distortion"), and we choose this line-of-sight to be the z-axis. We set aside one eighth of the full
10243 domain as our validation dataset, and use the rest for training the network.
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of our full inference pipeline. The flux mapping network M takes the
dark matter density field as input and produces a real-space Lyα flux field, which is then concatenated
with the baryon z-velocity field and fed into the warping network W to produce the redshift-space
Lyα flux.

2.2

Pipeline description & network architectures

Motivated by the physical relationship between dark matter distributions and Lyα redshift-space flux
fields, we split the problem into two sequential steps. Since the gas responsible for Lyα flux has a
distribution largely dependent on the 3D structures encoded in the dark matter density field ρ, we first
train a deep network M to translate ρ into corresponding real-space Lyα flux fields F ∗ . Then, noting
that the physical transformation from real-space flux to redshift-space flux is dependent only on the
velocity of the gas along the z-direction (the line-of-sight in our training data), we train a second
network W to translate 2D slices of the real-space flux field F ∗ into corresponding slices of the
redshift-space flux field F , by conditioning W with the z-component of the gas velocity. We choose
to train W using 2D slices because the physical transformation from real-space flux to redshift-space
flux is inherently one-dimensional, and we have already tasked M with generating the important 3D
structures, so training W with 3D fields does not supply additional useful information. The networks
M and W are trained independently, then during inference they are chained together to produce
the generated redshift-space flux field FG = W ◦ M (a(ρ)), where a is a normalization function. A
diagram of this inference pipeline is given in Figure 2.
Both M and W are fully convolutional, and very similar in design. M is a V-Net [8], and uses 3D
convolutions, while W is a U-Net [12], using 2D convolutions1 . We investigated the results of training
M and W with a combination of L1 loss and an adversarial loss (given by unique discriminator
networks for M and W ), and found that the bulk of the useful gradient signal comes from L1 loss
alone. We apply the adversarial loss as a supplementary loss term to train M , which provides slight
refinements to the summary statistics, but not to W , where no improvement from adding this loss was
observed. During the training of M , sample sub-cubes of size 1283 are randomly cropped from the
training set region of the full simulation. Similarly, during the training of W , sample slices of size
128x1024 are randomly cropped from the training set region. In the 2D slices, the longer dimension
(of length 1024) is always the z-axis of the original simulation.
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Results

After training both M and W , we test our pipeline by generating predictions for the redshift-space
Lyα flux FG over the entire validation set region of the simulation. Since M is fully convolutional, it
generalizes well to larger input sizes, and we are able to generate the real-space Lyα flux FG∗ for the
entire validation set region (of size 1024x128x1024) at once. Once we have FG∗ , we pass slices of it
to W , along with the z-component velocity field, to generate predictions for the redshift-space flux
field FG .
1

The code and full architecture details are available at https://github.com/pzharrington/Lya_demo
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Figure 3: Statistical comparisons between the validation set and the pipeline output. In (a), we show
the flux PDF Pr(F ), for the generated flux fields FG and the ground truth from the validation set
FR , as well as the relative error Pr(FG )/Pr(FR ) − 1. In (b), we show the 1D power spectrum P (k)
of the two fields FG and FR , along with the relative error PG (k)/PR (k) − 1. To demonstrate the
improvement that our new method brings, we also show in ratio panels the most standard physicsbased method (FGPA) as well as the latest and much more complex model (IMS), as published in
Sorini et al. [14] (their figure 7).
A sample visualization of our results is given in Figure 1. Qualitatively, it is clear that the pipeline
does well in capturing large-scale structures and the distortions which warp them in redshift-space, as
well as some of the smaller-scale, more fine-grained variations within the filaments and voids. The
details which are harder for the networks to capture almost always involve sharp variations in the flux
field – these can be the sharp transitions between filaments and voids, as well as the more extreme
redshift-space distortions caused by abnormally dense superclusters.
We quantitatively evaluate the performance of our pipeline with the two most standard statistics used
in the analysis of Lyα flux, which are shown in Figure 3. First, we inspect the flux PDF, which in
the range F ∈ [0.1 − 0.9] (vertical dashed lines in Fig. 3) can be used to infer cosmological and
thermodynamical properties of the universe [5, 15]. We find excellent agreement between the flux
PDF of our generated field and that of the ground truth, with a mean absolute relative error of less
than 1%. As a more detailed probe, we compute 1D power spectra P (k) of 50000 skewers aligned
with the z-axis, randomly sampled from the generated flux field FG , and compare to the spectra of
the ground truth skewers. This power spectrum is a summary statistic of the Lyα flux field which
measures the Fourier-space analogue of 2-point correlations, and can be used to measure “standard”
cosmological parameters [13, 9], constrain neutrino properties [9, 18], probe dark matter models
[16, 4, 2], or measure thermal properties of the intergalactic medium [17]. We find a tight agreement
across all relevant length scales (k ≤ 0.1 s/km), with a mean absolute relative error of 1.1%.
The accuracy of our pipeline in capturing these two crucial statistics of the Lyα field is a remarkable
improvement over the ∼ 20 − 30% relative error incurred by using the Fluctuating Gunn-Peterson
Approximation (FGPA [3]), the de-facto standard physics-based method. We report significantly
improved results even compared to quite modern and complex techniques like Iteratively Matched
Statistics (IMS) which — like our neural network — relies on the existence of hydrodynamical
simulations onto which the statistical matching is performed [14].
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Conclusions

The results presented here represent significant improvement over the current state-of-the-art [11, 14]
in reconstructing the Lyα flux on inexpensive N-body simulations. Moreover, the few percent
accuracy we are achieving in the power spectrum approaches the accuracy of current multi-physics
simulations, which are themselves converged to about 1% [6] precision. This result opens the door
to using multi-fidelity methods [10] when inferring cosmological parameters, where parameters’
4

posterior probability is first reconstructed via an approximate method and then confirmed or corrected
using only a few expensive, high-fidelity simulations. In this context, a potential extension of our
work would be to experiment with conditional training of our networks using simulations at different
parameter points, which would enable sensible interpolation of Lyα flux at locations in parameter
space where a full simulation does not exist. Finally, we want to emphasise that the power of the
presented method also lies in the fact that training was done on smaller simulated volumes, while
inference was done on a much larger volume (the full validation set) at once. Thus, our method
allows for calibration on small-volume hydrodynamical simulations, then application on large-volume
N-body simulations, just like previous physics-driven methods [11, 14]. Our pipeline is thus able to
achieve a much more precise reconstruction of the Lyα flux field without the loss of any capability of
the existing physics-based methods.
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